
Life in the 21st century is better compared to the previous century. To what extant do you agree or 
disagree? Give reasons for your answer and include relevant examples from your own experience.

We are living in an era where many aspects of life have significantly changed compared to centuries ago. 
Technological advances are moving in a way that we hardly can compare our standards of living with 
those of our parents. That is why many argue that life in this time and age has more benefits than 
before. This is, however, a controversial topic, and this essay will attempt to elaborate on this argument 
with expressing my stances with relevant examples.

First of all, it is an indisputable fact that advantages in science and technology have brought us comfort 
and to some extent satisfaction in different ways. New findings is in medical science, for example, have 
extended our lifespan, thereby hence the long life expectancy in nowadays human beings. Sitting calmly 
on a sofa, a mother is chatting with her child in another continent which was almost a dream not long 
time ago. These are just some simply everyday advantages of living in 21st century.

Further and even more importantly, new findings in health care cure what was incurable before, despite 
the fact that many new viruses have come to existence recently. Mad cow disease, bird flu and Ebola are 
glaring examples of new life-threatening diseases scientists are challenging with these days. Being 
exposed to harmful radiations from sunlight to mobile phones and military satellites are another 
negative points our parents did not experience.

By way of conclusion, once again I would like to reaffirm my position to defend that living in this time 
day and age has its own advantages, and I, personally, opine that in spite of the reasonable 
disagreements, there are certainly valid arguments confirming that the benefits far outweigh the 
drawbacks. Not only do I believe that living in this era is worth its negative points, but I also argue that 
living in previous centuries were was problematic worthless in many aspects.


